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c If you have need of these things, make it your study to
obtain them,' he parts company not less decidedly with
these, and says, ' True pleasure is not thus to be had. It
is the healthy bloom of the spirit which must come
naturally or not at all. Those who think about it lose it,
or, if not, produce with all their labour but a poor imi-
tation of it. Self-consciousness and sensualism is the
enemy of true delight. Solomon on his throne was
gaudy ; the lilies of the field are better drcst. Epicurus
in his garden was languid; the birds of the air have
more enjoyment of their food.'
We are therefore to dismiss pleasure from our thoughts
as a thing which we are indeed made to possess, yet are
unable by our own efforts to obtain. We are to expect
that it will come of itself, and in the meanwhile we are
to adopt a mode of life which has no reference to it.
But if this rule should prescribe a course of conduct
which so far from producing pleasure should involve us
in the most painful difficulties and hardships, shall we
then turn back as though the promise were unfulfilled ?
And if it should issue in death itself, and thus absolutely
prevent to all appearance the promise from being fulfilled,
what shall we think? Christ anticipates our perplexity.
Such cases he tells us will frequently arise. His rule of
life will often, nay generally, involve us in hardships, and
at certain periods in death itself. But the Creator of the
world, our Father in Heaven, from whom alone, in all
cases, genuine pleasure and satisfaction comes, is more to
be trusted than these adverse appearances. Pleasure
shall assuredly be ours, but in no extremity are we to
make it our object. You shall suffer and yet you shall
enjoy. Both are certain, and it is not worth while to

